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Let K/k be an extension of fields of characteristic p > 0. Sweedler [6] 
defines a pointed cocommutative k-bialgebra H,(K) and a k-linear map 
W: H,(K) @ K - K such that (i) w meaSures K to K, i.e., 
w(a @ I) = e(a)1 and da 0 W L C 4ah) 0 4 4w 0 4 
(a) 
for a E H,(K), h, p E K, (ii) K is a left H,(K)-module through w. The pair 
(H,(K), W) is characterized by some universality. We call H,(K) the GaZoi> 
k-bialgebra of K/k. 
When H is a subbialgebra of H,(K) put 
KH = {A E K / w(a @ A) = E(a)& Va E H}, 
which is a subfield of K containing k. Conversely if K 3 F 3 k are fields, 
there is a unique maximal subbialgebra H = H,(K/F) such that F C KH. 
We call H,(K/F) the Galois subbialgebra associated with F. 
In order to establish the Galois correspondence between the set of inter- 
mediate fields K r) F 3 k and the set of subbialgebras H of H,(K): 
F * H,(W) and KHclH 
we must solve the following two kinds of problems: 
(i) to characterize the subfields F of the form KH, 
(ii) to characterize the Galois subbialgebras H = H,(K/F). 
The first question was solved by Sweedler [6, Theorem 2.41 in case 
[K : F] < CO: If [K : F] < co, then F = KH for some subbialgebra H C H,(K) 
zf and only if (1) K is normal over F, and (2) F and kKPn are linearly disjoint 
over F n KKP” for all n. 
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We solve the second problem in this paper, in case [K : F] < co as well. 
Let H be a subbialgebra of H,(K) and F = KH. Let K # H denote the 
smash product k-algebra of K with H (0.7). Since K is naturally a left K # H- 
module, we have a k-algebra map 
u: K # H-t End,(K). 
View K # H and End,(K) as left K-modules. Then u is K-linear. It is 
known (1.6.3) that [K : F] < co if and only if o(K # H) is finite dimensional 
as a left K-vector space. 
Suppose [K : F] < co in the following. 
The k-algebra K # H together with the K-coalgebra structure K @ H, 
on which K acts on the left, becomes a K/k-biaZgebra (1.4) (cf. [9] also) 
or a xx-bialgebra in terms of Sweedler [ll]. 
Similarly the F-algebra End,(K) together with the dual K-coalgebra 
structure End,(K) = Mod,(K OF K, K) to the K-algebra K OF K, becomes 
a K/F-bialgebra and hence a K/k-bialgebra. 
The K-linear map u is a K-coalgebra map too, hence a map of K/k- 
bialgebras. 
Let VV, denote the category of cocommutative Gcoalgebras, for each field d: 
The scalar extension functor K @ ?: W, + VV, has the right aaTjoint 
functor I-h ?, called the Weil’s restriction functor (1.1). We denote by 
L:C-+~(K@C) and y:K@n%‘+?? 
K/k Klk 
the adjunctions, for C E wk and % E wK . 
In general if 2’ is a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra, then there is a unique 
k-algebra structure on the k-coalgebra nKlk Z? which makes it a k-bialgebra 
and the adjunction y: nKlk Z --+ % into a k-algebra map (1.7.3). 
Applying the functor &,k to u we obtain a map of k-bialgebras 
Gk u: gk (K # HI - l-I Endd9 
Klk 
Let H# denote the maximal pointed subbialgebra of nKIk (K # H). The 
maximal pointed subbialgebra of nKlk End,(K) is seen to equal Hk(K/F) 
(1.8) by the universality. Hence nK/k u induces a k-bialgebra map 
6: H# -+ H,(K/F) 
called associated with H. The composite 6 0 c: H+ H,(K/F) with I: H-+ H# 
the adjunction, is the inclusion. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove: 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let H be a subbiai’gebra of H,(K). Then H = H,(K/F) for 
somesub~eldKT)FT)kwith[K:F]<coifandonZyif(l)[u(K#H):K]<oo 
and (2) 6(H#) C H. 
This theorem looks like Chase [2, Theorem 5.41, in which he assumes 
[K : k] < 00 and K/F purely inseparable modular and uses G,(K/F/k) the 
truncated k-group scheme determined by K/F/k instead of H,(K/F). 
As a corollary we have a bijective Galois correspondence between the set 
of intermediate fields K 3 F 3 k such that K/F is finite normal and F and 
kK”” are linearly disjoint for all n and the set of subbialgebras H C H,(K) 
such that [o(K # H) : K] < 00 and S(H#) C H via F H H,(K/F) and 
Htt KH. 
In Theorem 4.4, H = H,(K/F) d oes not follow from the condition (2) 
alone. We give a simple example of H g hyl,(K) = H,(K)l with k = KH and 
S(H#) C H, where K = k(x, y) is purely transcendental over k. 
In the Appendix we generalize the observation of Chase [2, Addendum] 
to the case when a k-monoid functor acts on a k-functor, and translate it into 
the language of coalgebras through the theory of tangent coalgebras [8] to 
obtain the above bialgebra structure on H# and the bialgebra map S. This 
will translate our main results into the language of the group schemers. 
0. COALGEBRAS AND BIALGEBRAS OVER A FIELD 
We recall some basic definitions and results on coalgebras and bialgebras 
over a field [4-71. 
All rings and monoids are associative and have the unit. When R is a 
commutative ring, Mod, denotes the category of R-modules. When A is 
a category and X, Y are objects of A, A(X, Y) denotes the set of A-morphisms 
from X to Y. 
We fix a ground field k throughout the paper. When V and Ware k-vector 
spaces, we write 
V @ W = V OK W, tV = Mod,(V, k) and (X, x) = (x, X) = X(x) 
for X E t V and x E V. 
0.1. A k-coalgebra is a triple (C, d, c) with CE Mod,, d E Mod, (C, C @ C) 
and E E Mod, (C, k) such that 
(fl@I)oLl =(I@d)oLl:c+c~c@c, 
(c@I)od =I=(I@E)od:C+k@C=C=C@k. 
W e put for c E C, d(c) = & ctl) @ qz) . C is cocommutative if 
CM ccl) 0 w = CM w 0 w for all c E C. 
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A subspace D of a k-coalgebra C is a subcoa&ebra if A(D) C D @ D. Then 
(D, A 1 D, E ( D) is a k-coalgebra. 
If  u: C -+ D is a map of k-coalgebras, of which the definition is obvious, 
then u(C) is a subcoalgebra of D. 
A k-coalgebra is the union of its $nite dimensional subcoalgebras [7, 
Sect. 2.21. 
If  C and D are k-coalgebras, the tensor product C @ D is a k-coalgebra by 
4 0 4 = c ~(1) 0 41) 0 ~(2) 0 42, 9 ,(c @ d) = e(c) c(d) 
(c,d) 
forcEC,dED. 
If 6/k is an extension of fields, then 6’ @ C is obviously an /-coalgebra for 
each k-coalgebra C. 
We denote by W, the category of cocommutative k-coalgebras. The tensor 
product C @ D is the product in W, . The coalgebra k is a final object. 
A k-bialgebra is a k-coalgebra (H, A, E) where H is a k-algebra and 
A: H -+ H @ H, E: H - k are k-algebra maps. Morphisms of k-bialgebras 
are obviously defined. 
A subspace L of a k-bialgebra H is a subbialgebra if it is a subalgebra and 
a subcoalgebra of H. L is then a k-bialgebra. If  u: L 4 H is a map of 
k-bialgebras, then u(L) is a subbialgebra of H. 
I f  L and H are k-bialgebras, then the tensor product L @ H is a k-bialgebra 
with the tensor product algebra and coalgebra structure. 
If  e/k is a field extension, then G @ H is an &bialgebra for each 
k-bialgebra H. 
A cocommutative k-bialgebra H is by definition a monoid object in the 
category W, . Hence, the set W,(C, H) is a monoid for all C E W, . 
0.2. If  A is a k-algebra and C a k-coalgebra, then the k-space Mod,(C, A) 
is a k-algebra with the convolution product 
f*g = ~o(fOg)oA, f,gEMWC>A) 
and with the unit 17 0 E, where (p, 7) denotes the algebra structure on A 
(CL: A @A -A, 7: k + A). In particular the dual space X’ = Mod,(C, k) 
is a k-algebra. 
If  H is a cocommutative k-bialgebra, then the monoid W,(C, H) is a 
multiplicative submonoid of the algebra Mod,(C, H) for C E W, . 
I f  A is a Jinite dimensional k-algebra, then the dual space tA has a natural 
k-coalgebra structure. 
0.3. Let C be a k-coalgebra. 
C is simple if C # 0 and has no proper subcoalgebras. 
C is irreducible if C # 0 and any two nonzero subcoalgebras of C have 
nonzero intersection. 
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C is pointed if every simple subcoalgebra of C is one-dimensional. 
C is connected if it is pointed and irreducible. 
A maximal irreducible subcoalgebra of C is called an irreducible component 
of c. 
Let G(C) = {X E C j d(x) = x @ x and c(x) = l} (the set of group-like 
elements in C) identified with the set of coalgebra maps from k to C. For 
g E G(C), Cg denotes the irreducible component of C containing g. 
If  f/k is an extension of fields and g E G(C), then by [7, 11.0.81 
(e@)Cy =C@C9. 
If C is a connected k-coalgebra, G(C) consists of only one element, which 
we shall denote by 1. If  u: C --+ D is a k-coalgebra map where C is connected, 
then u(C) is connected and contained in D”(l). 
I f  H is a k-bialgebra, then the unit 1 is in G(H). The irreducible component 
H1 is a subbialgebra [7, Sect. 8.11. 
A connected cocommutative k-bialgebra is called a k-kypemlgebra. Any 
subbialgebra of a k-hyperalgebra is also a k-hyperalgebra, called a subkyper- 
algebra. 
If  u: L + H is a map of k-bialgebras with L a k-hyperalgebra, then u(L) 
is a k-hyperalgebra contained in HI. 
The tensor product of two k-hyperalgebras is a k-hyperalgebra. 
If  8/k is a field extension, then 8 @ H is an Ghyperalgebra when H is a 
k-hyperalgebra. 
0.4. Let B, denote the k-coalgebra on a free basis {b, , b, ,...} with the 
structure 
d(b,) = -f bi @ b,-i , 4J = an,, . 
i=O 
B, is connected cocommutative. The subspaces 
B k,n = kb, + kb, + ... + kb, 
are subcoalgebras of B, . 
Let C be a k-coalgebra. For each g E G(C) put 
P,(C) ={xECld(x) =x@g+g@x}. 
If  l/k is a field extension, then Pg(l @ C) = e @ P,(C). 
A map of k-coalgebras 4: B, --f C (resp. 4: B,,, -+ C) is called an 
m-sequence (resp. an n-sequence) of divided powers (or SDP) in C. This can 
be identified with a sequence {co, cr ,...} (resp. {co, ci ,..., cn}) of elements 
in C with 
Ll(cJ = i ci @ c+.< , E(Cj) = sj,, . 
i=O 
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The set of I-SDP’s in C is identified with the disjoint union 
LI PQ(C). 
gsG(C) 
I f  C is connected, we put P(C) = PI(C). A map of k-coalgebras u: C + D 
with C connected is injective if so is the restriction u 1 P(C) [7, Sect. 11.01. 
When H is a k-bialgebra, we put P(H) = P,(H) which is a (p-) Lie sub- 
algebra of H (if the characteristic of k is p > 0). 
0.5. Each k-coalgebra C has a natural filtration 
c,cc,cc,c**- 
called the corudical filtration, which satisfies the following properties [7, 
Sect. 9.11: 
c = u c, , (0.51) 
12 
d(C~) c f  ci 0 en-i 9 (0.5.2) 
i=O 
0.5.3. C, is the sum of simple subcoalgebras of C. 
Let C+ = Ker(c: C + k) and C,+ = Cf n C, . 
0.5.4. If  C is connected, then C, = kl and C, = kl @P(C). For 
each x E Cn+, d(x) - x @ 1 - 1 @ x E cEO Ci+ @ Cz-i C C,tr @ Cz-r [7, 
Proposition 10.0.21. If  e/k is a field extension, then (/ @ C), = e @ C, 
[4, I, 3.2.31. 
The coradical filtration on B, (0.4) is given by {Blc,n}z=EI=o. 
0.6. For each k-vector space V, there are a cocommutative k-coalgebra 
C,(V) and a k-linear map rr: C,(V) + V satisfying the UMP: For all C E W, , 
the map 
W,(C G(V)) - MoUC, V), +-To+ 
is bijective. The pair (C,(V), V) (uniquely determined) is called the cofree 
cocommutative k-coalgebra on Y with 7~ the canonical map [7, Sect. 6.41. 
Let II: C,(V) @ C,(V) + C,(V) and 7: k + C,(V) be the k-coalgebra 
maps defined by 
The coalgebra C,(V) is a commutative k-bialgebra with the algebra structure 
(CL, 7) [7, Theorem 6.4.81. 
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We denote by B,(V) the irreducible component C,( V)i which is a k-hyper- 
algebra. The restriction 7~: Bk( V) -+ V satisfies the UMP: For all C E W, 
connected, the map 
W,(C, &c(V) - Mod,(C+, VI> +H?Tor$I c+ 
is bijective [7, Theorem 12.2.51. 
The structure theorem of B,(V) [7, Theorem 12.3.21 implies that if rflk 
is a field extension, then e @ Blc( V) N &(C @ V). 
We have B, = B,(k) (0.4). The algebra structure is given by 
bibi = ii I ‘) bi+j and b, = 1. 
0.7. Let A and B be k-algebras, C a k-coalgebra and w: C @ A -+ B 
a k-linear map. We say that w measures A to B [7, Sect. 7.01 if 
w(c @ 1) = E(C)1 and 4 0 XY) = 1 4%) 0 4 4%) Or) 
(e) 
for all c E C, X, y  E A or equivalently if the k-linear map 
A -+ Mod,(C, B), XHW(? 0%) 
is a k-algebra map. 
There is a cocommutative k-coalgebra ICI,(A, B) which measures A to B 
by 0: IM,(A, B) @ A + B satisfying the UMP: For each C E W, and a 
measuring W: C @ A + B, there is a unique map u E W,(C, Mk(A, B)) 
with w = Q, o (u @ A) [7, Theorem 7.0.41. 
Let H be a k-bialgebra. We say that A is a left H-module algebra [7, 
Sect. 7.21 if A is a left H-module such that the structure map 
H@A+A, a @ h H u[h] 
measures A to A. The smash product k-algebra A # H is defined as follows 
[7, Sect. 7.21: A #H = A @H as a k-space. We write h #a = h @ a for 
h E A, a E H. The multiplication is defined by 
(A # 4(P # b) = c x . %)[Pl # %)b. 
(U) 
Theunitis 1#1. 
We put Mk(A) = Mk(A, A). This has a unique k-bialgebra structure such 
that @: M,(A) @ A + A is a left module structure [7, Sect. 7.01. 
If  H is a k-bialgebra, a k-algebra map p: H + End,(A) is called a measuring 
representation if it makes A into a left H-module algebra. The bialgebra 
M,(A) has the canonical measuring representation 0: M,(A) + End,(A). 
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Each measuring representation p: H -+ End,(A) factors as p = 0 0 u with 
a unique bialgebra map u: H -+ M,(A) if H is cocommutative. 
For each subcoalgebra C of Mk(A) put 
AC = {x E A / @(c @ x) = <(c)x, Vc E C}, 
which is a subalgebra of A. If  A is a$eZd then AC is a subjield [7, Sect. 10.11. 
For each subalgebra F of A, there is a unique maximal subcoalgebra C of 
M,JA) such that F C AC. We put C = Mk(A/F) which is a subbialgebra of 
M&J). 
We put ky,(A) = M,(A)l and ky,(A/F) = M,(A/F)’ the irreducible 
components, which are k-hyperalgebras. 
The canonical measuring @: ky,(A) @ A - A has the UMP: Let C E W, 
be connected and w: C @ A -+ A a measuring such that ~(1 @ a) = a, 
Vu E A. There is a unique map u E W,(C, ky,(A)) such that @ 0 (u @ A) = w. 
The image u(C) is contained in ky,(A/F) if and only if the maps w(c @ I): 
A --t A are left (or right) F-linear. 
I f  p: H -+ End,(A) is a measuring representation of a k-kyperalgebra H, 
then p factors as p = 0 0 u with a unique hyperalgebra map u: H --+ ky,(A) 
where 0: kyk(A) + End,(A) is the canonical measuring representation. 
Let Der,(A) denote the k-Lie algebra of k-linear derivations of A into A. 
For a subalgebra F of A, put 
Der,(A/F) = {d E Der,(A) 1 d(h) = 0, Vh EF}, 
which is a Lie subalgebra. 
By [7, Sect. 7.2, Ex. 3)] we have P(kyk(A/F)) N Der,(A/F) as (restricted) 
k-Lie algebras. 
0.8. Let the characteristic of k be p > 0. In the algebraic closure k of k 
we put k-i = {x E k 1 xpi E k}. 
I f  V (resp. W) is a k- (resp. kei-) vector space, a homomorphism of abelian 
groups u: V -+ W is p-i-linear if 
u(b) = w * u(v), VA E k, v  E V. 
When 8/k is a field extension, we view t> k, hence /pi 1 kvi for all i. 
I f  u: V--f W is a p-i-linear map with V, W as above, the p+-linear map 
U: 8 @ V -+ 6--i Ok-i W, X @ v  ++ Xp-” @ u(v) is well defined. 
Let C E W, . There is a unique p-l-linear map 
Y-:C-+k-l@C 
such that (V’(c), X @ X)p = (c, hpXp) for c E C, h E k-1 and X E V [4, II, 
4.1.81. Iterating the V-map we put 
V-Y C-+k-n@C. 
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The image V”(C) is a k-“-subcoalgebra of k-” @ C and if H is a cocom- 
mutative k-bialgebra, then Va(H) is a ken-subbialgebra of k-” @ H [4, II, 
4.1.61. 
If  u: C --f D is a W,-map, then Vnn 0 u = [k-” @ u] o Vcn: C --f k-” @ D 
[4, II, 4.1.51. 
By definition, the V-map of the C-coalgebra L @ C is obtained from 
Vn: C - k-n @ C by the scalar extension 
9: G @ C + 6” 6& (k-* @ C) = k--” Be (4 @ C). 
Suppose k is perfect. Then kei = k for all i. Let H be a k-hyperalgebra. 
Then Vn(H) are subhyperalgebras of H. Hence P(Vn(H)) = Vn(H) n P(H) 
are p-Lie subalgebras of P(H). 
0.8.1. THEOREM. [5, Theorem 21 Let H be a hyperalgebra over a perfect 
Jield of characteristic p > 0. A primitive element x E P(H) is in Vn(H) if and 
only if there is a (pn+l - l)-SDP in H lying over x. 
The following is a direct consequence of [4, II, Lemma 4.2.51: 
0.8.2. LEMMA. If H is a hyperalgebra over a field of characteristic p > 0, 
then the coradical filtration on V(H) is given by 
V(H)n = V(H) n H,, = v(H,B). 
Hence inductively 
Y-~(H), = V(H) n Hn = V(H,J. 
0.9. We assume k is a field. But some of the definitions make sense and 
some of the results hold true as they stand when k is a commutative ring too. 
For example the following concepts are meaningful over a commutative 
ring k: 
coalgebra, cocommutative, W, , bialgebra, the tensor product 
of coalgebras or bialgebras, the scalar extension 4 @ C or 
/ @ H, the algebras Mod,(C, A) and V, the coalgebra tA 
when A is a finite projective k-algebra, G(C), B, , Bk,, , P,(C), 
cc- or n-SDP, measuring, module algebra, smash product, AC. 
But we consider the following concepts only when k is a field (cf. [lo]): 
subcoalgebra, subbialgebra, simple, irreducible, connected, 0, 
hyperalgebra, coradical filtration, C,(V), Bk( V), M,(A, B), 
hyy,(A), the V-map. 
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The reader can easily check which facts on coalgebras or bialgebras are 
valid over a commutative ring. 
For example [7, Lemma 11.0.1] (0.4) can be extended as follows: 
0.9.1. PROPOSITION. Let K be a commutative k-algebra with k a Jield. 
Let C be a connected k-coalgebra, V a K-coalgebra and 
a K-coalgebra map. Suppose V is afrat K-module. If 4 1 K @ P(C) is injective 
then the map 4 is injective. 
Proof is similar to [7, Lemma 11.0.11. We can prove the injectivity of 
$ 1 K @ C,,+ by induction based on (0.5.4). We use the fact K @P(C) = 
P(K @ C). The flatness is used to show that the injectivity of 4 1 K @ C,+ 
implies that of 
1. WEIL’S RESTRICTION FUNCTOR AND K/k-&ALGEBRAS 
We fix a field k, a commutative k-algebra K, an extension field 4/k and 
asubalgebraFofK. WeputK=e@KandF=e@F. 
1.1. Recall that W, denotes the category of cocommutative K-coalgebras 
(0.9). I f  C E W, , then K @ C E W, . 
PROPOSITION-DEFINITION. The scalar extension K @ ?: W, --+ W, has 
the right adjoint functor which is denoted by nK,Ic and called the Weil’s restric- 
tion functor. 
Proof. Let % E W, . Let C,(V) denote the cofree cocommutative 
k-coalgebra on the k-space V? (0.6). Let % denote the set of subcoalgebras D 
of C,(g) such that the K-linear map 
with r: C,(U) -+ %’ the canonical map, is a K-coalgebra map. The sum 
I-IX/k GfT = CDEX D is clearly the largest element of 3” and we have naturally 
=W,(KOC,V, VCEWk. Q.E.D. 
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1.1.1. We denote by 
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1: c+ n (K@C) and y:K@n%?-%7 
K/k Klk 
the adjunctions for C E W, and V E W, . 
1.2. For each CeWk (resp. V E W,), we can view t@ C E W, (resp. 
G @ w E WE) in an obvious manner. 
TIIEOREM. suppose the extension e/k is algebraic. For all Q E W, , 
in Wt. 
Proof. Case [e: k] < co. The dual k-space V’ is a cocommutative 
k-coalgebra (0.2) and an P-vector space through 
The comultiplication A: V-t V @ V satisfies 
for x E Vand A E 8. For &vector spaces V and IV, the k-linear map 
is hence well defined. For each C E W, , the structure maps 
0”: te Be c = te oc c 6& c a(c~c) r (“a 6Je C) @ (V @e C), 
vop 
E: V@eC- V’@,d=*b(!.l)-k 
make %! &. C into a cocommutative k-coalgebra. 
Note that for an &vector space V and a k-vector space W we have 
Mod@‘, t @ IV) CT Mod&?’ Be V, W) naturally. It is easy to check that 
this induces 
W,(C, G @ D) N W,(V Be C, D) 
forallCEWeandDEWk. 
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Now let C E W, and V E W, . Then 
where the isomorphism (*) holds, because G @ K is a finite projective 
K-module and the above arguments are valid for t/k replaced with K/K. 
This chain of isomorphisms shows that 
Case f/k is algebraic. The adjunction 
induces a natural map 
forallCEWC,%EWK. We have shown above that this is an isomorphism 
when [e: k] < co. To generalize this to the case .4/k is algebraic, we can 
assume [C : e] < co, since an arbitrary E-coalgebra is the union of finite 
dimensional subcoalgebras (0.1). Let {x1 ,..., xn} be an &basis for C with 
4%) = c &ikXi 0 Xk 9 
i.k 
where tijk E 4’. Let + E WR(K @ C, 8 @ SF?). There is an intermediate field 
k C/‘C 8’ such that fUk E/‘, l (xi) EF, #xi) ~8’ 8% for all i, i, k and 
[F : k] < 00. Then 
c’=rx,+*-+tx, 
is a cocommutative e’-coalgebra and we can view 
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as an t’ @ K-coalgebra map. Since [f : k] < 00, + comes from some 
We,-morphism: C’ + f  @ nK,I, g. Applying the scalar extension e @ ?, 
we conclude the surjectivity of the natural map: W,(C, 88 nKik %) -+ 
WR(K @ C, /@U). The injectivity can be proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
1.2.1. Remark. The above theorem implies that if C E W, and V E W, , 
then 
6@t:L@C+P@n (K@C)=gt[R@,(L@C)], 
Klk 
(Or:cOKOn~=ROcn(~o~)-aou 
K/P bl( 
are the adjunctions. 
1.3. Let %Z E W, . The sets of group-like elements G(V) and G(nKlk %‘) 
can be identified with each other, since 
Since BK = K @ B, and B,,, = K @B,,, , we have similarly 
W,(B,,'d)?W,JB,,~.~),W,(B,,,,B)YW,~~,,,~~~), 
which show that the set of co- (resp. n-) SDP’s in %Y can be canonically 
identified with the set of those sequences in nK,I, %. 
Since W,(B,,, , %) N &cc*) P,(Z) (0.4), it follows that 
for all g E G(V) = G(n,,, U). This can be shown to be an isomorphism 
of k-spaces (cf. [3, II, Sect. 43 or [8, 1, Sect. 3b]). In particular the k-space 
Pg(nKlk V) has a natural structure of K-module. 
1.4. K/k-Bialgebras. We view each K-coalgebra as a left K-module. 
A K/k-bialgebra [9, 1.71 is a K-coalgebra Z together with a k-algebra 
structure such that 
1. (ha)b = h(ab), 
2. & a(l)A @K a(2) = %d a(l) @K a(2)X in s @KS, 
3. d(l)=l@K1inX@K~, 
4. Jab) = d(a) d(b) in X OK 2, 
5. +zb) = &E(b)), 
6. ~(1) = 1 
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for all X E K and a, 6 E X. In 2, 3, and 4, Z OK X is the tensor product 
of two copies of the left K-module X. Condition 1 implies that K -+ &‘, 
X H hl is a k-algebra map from which the left K-module structure on z?’ 
comes, i.e., Xa = (hl)a for h E K and a E Z. Hence & has a right K-module 
structure 
aX = a(h1) for AEK and aES. 
In 2 and 5, the elements ah or UC(b) are in this sense. Since we have 
(aX)b = a(Xb) for X E K and a, b E 2, it follows from 2 that the k-linear 
map 
is well defined for all a E Z. In particular the product A(a) d(b) in 4 makes 
sense. 
A K/k-bialgebra is a x ,-bialgebra over k [ll, 5.6, p. 1081 if the underlying 
K-bimodule is associative [ll, 2.7, p. 951. In particular if K is a field, the 
K/k-bialgebras are the same as the x.-bialgebras by [II, 2.5, p. 931. 
A K/k-bialgebra is the same as a k-bialgebra (0.1). 
A K-linear map $: dp --f X of K/k-bialgebras is a homomorphism if it 
is a K-coalgebra map and a k-algebra map. 
1.4.1. Let V be a K-coalgebra. A left K-linear map w: V @ K---f K 
(the left K-module structure on V @ K induced from that on Y?) is called 
to measure K to K, if 
42 0 G) = C 4ah) 0 4 wh2) 0 Co, 
(a) 
w(a @ 1) = e(a) 
for a E %? and h, p E K. Note that the element &) w(a(,) @ A) w(a(,) @ p) 
is well defined, since w is left K-linear. It is easy to see that w measures K 
to K if and only if the k-linear map 
K--f Mod&ST, K), hk+w(? @A) 
is a k-algebra map (cf. (0.2) (0.9), (0.7)). 
PROPOSITION. Let .S be a K/k-bialgebra. Then a[A] =def I for a E SF’ 
and A E K measures K to K and makes K into a left S-module. 
Proof. Let a, 6 E G% and X, p E K. The map at-+ a[A] is left K-linear. 
We have a[l] = c(al) = c(a). Since 
44 = C ad OK a(,) , 
(a) 
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Finally u[b[A]] = l (uc(bh)) = c(ubX) = (a . @A] and l[A] = C(X) = c(Al) = A. 
See [ll, 5.8(c), p. 1081 also. Q.E.D. 
1.4.2. The k-algebra map 
0: 2 + End,(K), o(u)(h) = up] = +A) 
is called the associated measuring representation. 
1.4.3. COROLLARY. ah = C(a) %,Pl U(2) = C(a) %,Pl Q(l) for a E 23 
XEK. 
Proof. Since A(uA) = Cca) a(,) C& a(, uA = Eta) ~(a(,$) a(,) = 
& u(,)[h] a(,) . See [II, 5.8(c), p. 1081 also. 
1.5. Let H be a k-bialgebra. Suppose K is a left H-module algebra (0.7). 
We denote the measuring action by u[h] E K for a E H, X E K. It is easy to 
prove 
PROPOSITION. If X:0 w[4 0 a(,) = Cu ac2dA 0 a(,) in K 0 H for 
all a E H and h E K, then the smash product k-algebra K # H together with 
the K-coulgebra structure K @ H becomes a K/k-biulgebru. 
The resulting K/k-bialgebra is denoted by K # H too. The measuring 
action (1.4.2) associated with this K/k-bialgebra is given by (A # a&] = 
h . u[cL]. Note that the above condition is satisfied if H is cocommututive 
(cf. [ll, pp. 117-1181). 
1.6. Recall that F is a subalgebra of K. Suppose that K is aJiniteprojective 
F-module. Then Mod,(K,F) has a natural cocommutative F-coalgebra 
structure (0.9). Hence 
End,(K) = Mod,(K, K) e K OF Mod,(K,F) 
is a cocommutative K-coalgebra and an F-algebra at the same time. Note 
that the left K-module structure on End,(K) is given by 
Nf )(cL) = x .f (4 for ftzEnd,(K) and X,~E K. 
LEMMA. The natural action of End,(K) on K measures K to K. 
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Proof. We write a[A] = u(A) f  or a E End,(K) and h E K. The map 
a + a[A] is left K-linear. Since 
End,(K) = Mod,(K OF K, K) 
is the dual K-coalgebra to the K-algebra K OF K whose structure is given 
by A t+ A @ 1, it follows that the map 
K OF K + Mod,(End,(K), K), Jt 0 CL i--, ia E+ h ~44 
is a K-algebra map. Hence the k-linear map 
K -+ Mod,(End,(K), K), A k+ {a t-+ a[h]} 
is a k-algebra map or equivalently the action a[h] measures K to K. 
1.61. Suppose K is a $nite projective F-module. Let %? be a K-coalgebra 
and W: V @ K -+ K a left K @F-linear map, where K is a K @F-module 
by (A @ p)(v) = hp for A, v  E K and p E F. Let 
p: V--f End,(K), 6: K---f Mod&Y, K) 
be defined by p(c)(X) = U(C @ A) = [(h)(c). The map 5 is left F-linear. 
COROLLARY. The map w measures K to K if and only if p is a map of 
K-coalgebras ;f and only if 6 is a map of F-algebras. 
1.6.2. PROPOSITION. If K is a finite projective F-module, then the K- 
coalgebra and the k-algebra End,(K) is a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra (in 
fact a K/F-bialgebra). 
Proof. Exercise (the associated measuring action is the canonical one). 
The K/F-bialgebra structure on End,(K) is the same as the one described 
in [II, 8.8(a), p. 1221. 
1.6.3. Let X be a K/k-bialgebra. 
Kde” = {A E K 1 a[h] = c(a)/\, Va ES> 
is a subalgebra of K and a subfield of K when K is a field (cf. (0.7)). IfF C KJ”, 
the associated measuring representation (1.4.2) gives CT: X -P End,(K). I f  
further K is a finite projective F-module, then this is a map of K/k-bialgebras 
by (1.6.1). 
THEOREM. [9, 1.121 Let K be a field and F = KJ”. Then [K : Fl < CO 
if and only if the image a(&?) is finite dimensional as a left K-vector space. 
If [K : F] < co, then U(X) = End,(K). 
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Proof. View K @ K as a K-algebra via h F+ h 0 1. Let &‘(K/k) denote 
the dual K-coalgebra to K @ K in the sense of [7, Sect. 6.01. Then S(K/k) 
is a left K-subspace of Mod,(K @K K) = End,(K). Just as Lemma 1.6, 
the inclusion &‘(K/k) c+ End,(K) measures K to K. It can be shown using 
[7, Proposition 6.0.31 that #(K/k) is the subset off E End,(K) such that 
there are elements g, ,...,g, ; h, ,..., h, eEnd,(K) such that f(&) = 
Cy=, g#) k&c) for all A, p E K. It follows that X(K/k) is a k-subazgebra of 
End,(K). The K-coalgebra and the k-algebra #(K/k) becomes a cocom- 
mutative K/k-bialgebra. (This is the same as the xx-bialgebra C described 
in [l 1, 6.6, p. 1121, where we put A = K, R = k, and take as {L,} all the 
ideals of K @ K such that (K @ K)/Lol are finite dimensional as left K-vector 
spaces, or the unique maximal x .-coalgebra B contained in End,(K) [ll, 
7.1, p. 1141). If SF’ is a K/k-bialgebra, then the associated measuring repre- 
sentation CT: S + End,(K) gives a map of K/k-bialgebras (I: SF -+ *(K/k). 
(This means that &?(K/k) is afinal object in the category of K/k-bialgebras.) 
If K 1 F 3 k are fields, then .&‘(K/F) is a K/k-subbialgebra of &‘(K/k). 
Winter [9, I.121 claims (without proof) that the correspondence 
F F+ *(K/F) = End,(K) gives a bijection from the set of intermediate 
fields K r) F I) k with [K : F] < co, onto the set of K/k-subbialgebras of 
Z(K/k) finite dimensional as left K-vector spaces. The theorem follows 
from this. Q.E.D. 
1.7. We consider the category of pairs (H, p) where H is a cocommutative 
k-bialgebras and p: H -+ End,(K) a measuring representation (0.7). Let 
Q denote this category. We shall construct the right adjoint of the functor 
(H, p) ++ K # H, SL -+ (the category of cocommutative K/k-bialgebras). 
1.7.1. LEMMA. Let V (rep. D) be a K-coalgebra (resp. a k-coalgebra). 
Then V @ D is a K-coalgebra via 
4 0 4 = 1 (~(1) 0 4,)) OK (c(z) 0 dd 
(C*d) 
.(c @ d) = C(C) E(d) 
forcEV?aandd~D.Let&‘beaKIk-bialgebraandf:%’+&’,g:K@D-+X 
be K-coalgebra maps. Then 
V@Do-S, cOd++f(c)g(l 634 
is a K-coalgebra map. 
Proof. Easy. 
1.7.2. Let C E W, and 2 be a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra. We identify 
Mod,(K @ C, SF’) = Mod&, .%‘) 
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the right-hand side of which is a k-algebra (0.2). If u and w E W,(K @ C, .%), 
then 
24 * 21: K @ c --f a-f, A 0 c I + ; hu( 1 @ c(1)) v( 1 @ c(z)) 
is a K-coalgebra map by (1.7.1). Hence 
PROPOSITION. The subset W,(K @ C, 2) of Mod,(C, .?P) is a multi- 
plicative submonoid. 
1.7.3. PROPOSITION. Let .# be a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra. There is 
a unique k-algebra structure on JJK,lc YE which makes it a k-bialgebra and the 
adjunction ( 1.1.1) 
y: n x+x 
Klk 
into a k-algebra map. Then for each C E W, , the monoid W,(C, nKIk S) 
(0.1) is canonically isomorphic with the monoid W,(K @ C, Z) (1.7.2). 
Proof. For each C E W, , we have 
~,(~,$+~K(KOC,~), (1.7.3.1) 
where the right-hand side is a monoid by (1.7.2). Since a cocommutative 
k-bialgebra is the same as a monoid object in W, (O.l), there is a unique 
k-algebra structure on nKik .z? which makes it into a k-bialgebra and 
(1.7.3.1) into a monoid isomorphism for all C E W, . 
We claim that the adjunction 
is then a k-algebra map. Indeed for each C E W, and 4 E W,(C @ C, C) 
we have a commutative diagram of monoids: 
Put C = nK,k .% and define q$ E W,(C @ C, C) (z’ = 1,2,3) by 
Ma 0 6) = 4 Ma 0 4 = 4) and &(Q @ b) = c(a)b 
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for a, b E C = &,k 2. Note that 4, t $a = $r in the monoid W,(C @ C, 
nIKIK 8). Since the identity I E W,(C, nKjk %) and y  E W,(K @ C, Z) 
corresponds to each other, it follows that +r E W,(C @ C, nKlk #) corre- 
sponds to 
(Y”[KO~,l)*(yo[KO~,l)EW,(KOCOC,~) 
which maps A @ c @ d E K @ C @ C to Xy(l @ c) ~(1 @ d). Since $r 
corresponds to y  o [K @$r] also, it follows that 
Similarly we have ~(1 @ 1) = 1. H ence y: nglk X + Z is a k-algebra 
map. The uniqueness follows from: 
1.7.4. LEMMA. Let H be a cocommutative k-bialgebra and u: H -+ nKIL SF 
a k-coalgebra map. Then u is a k-bialgebra map (with the k-bialgebra structure 
on nxll, 2’ defined in (1.7.3)) if and only if the composite 
is a k-algebra map. 
Proof. Let $r and $a E W,(H (j$ H, nKjI, X) be defined by 
&(c ad) = u(cd) and $4~ 0 4 = 4~) u(d) 
for c, d E H. Then #or = #z if and only if 
Y o [K 0 411 = Y o w 0 Yu 
This is equivalent to y[u(cd)] = r[u(c)] y[u(d)], Vc, d E H, for y: nKlk .Z -+ Z 
is a k-algebra map. Similarly u( 1) = 1 if and only if r[u( l)] = 1. 
1.7.5. When .%’ is a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra, we view nIKIle Z 
as a cocommutative k-bialgebra by (1.7.3). I f  u: A? -+ End,(K) denotes 
the associated measuring representation (1.4.2), then the composite 
p = uoy: n Z+End,(K) 
Klk 
is a measuring representation (0.7) since y: K @ nKit S-W &’ is a 
K-coalgebra map. 
Thus we have made a functor 
from the category of cocommutative K/k-bialgebras to Sz. 
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It is clear that KJ” C Kn~/k&. 
1.7.6. THEOREM. The functor 2 w (nK,I, .F, p) is the right adjoznt of 
the functor (H, p) w K # H, Q * (the category of cocommutative K/k- 
bialgebras). 
Proof. First we claim that the adjunction 
y:K#fl&‘-2 
K/k 
is a map of K/k-bialgebras. We know that y  is a K-coalgebra map (and 
hence a left K-linear map) and the restriction y  ) nK,Ic &’ is a k-algebra 
map. Since the measuring representation p of nK,I, 2 is given by 
P(m) = YU # a)[4 f or a E nKIK Z, h E K, it follows from (1.4.3) that 
AU # a)@ # 1)) = C(a) #4ad(4 Y(l # ad = C(a) rh~ml ru # 4 = 
~(1 # Q)A. Hence y  is a K/k-bialgebra map. 
Let (H, p) E SL and u: H -+ nKlk X be a k-coalgebra map. Let 
U: K # H -+ 2 denote the corresponding K-coalgebra map. We have only 
to prove that U is a map of K/k-bialgebras if and only if u is a k-bialgebra 
map commuting with the measuring action on K. The “if” part follows 
from the above claim, since 
Suppose U is a K/k-bialgebra map. Then u is a k-bialgebra map by (1.7.4). 
I f  a E H and h E K, then 
r44(4 = 41 # 4th # 1)) = 4w # 4 3 = Al # f44Pl 
= PM4P) 
by (1.4.1), (l.S), and (1.7.5). Hence u commutes with the measuring action. 
Q.E.D. 
1.8. Suppose K is a finite projective F-module. Then End,(K) is a 
cocommutative K/k-bialgebra (1.6.2). On the other hand (M,(K/F), 9) (0.7) 
is an object in 8. 
PROPOSITION. nKik E&(K) = (WJKIF), 0) in fi. 
Proof. By (0.7) and (1.6.1) for each C E W, 
WK(K 0 C, En&(K)) E WdC, M4KIF)) 
where the left (resp. right) hand side is a monoid by (1.7.2) (resp. since 
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M,(K/F) is a cocommutative k-bialgebra). Since 0: M,(K/F) -+ End,(K) 
is a k-algebra map, the induced map 
Wk(C! ~k(KPN c-t Mod,(C, End,(K)) 
is a monoid map. This shows that the above isomorphism is a monoid 
isomorphism. Hence nKik End,(K) N M,(K/F) as k-bialgebras. Further, 
since the K-linear map 0: K @ iVk(K/F) --f End,(K) induced from 0 is 
the W,-map corresponding to the identity I: M,(K/F) + M,(K/F), it follows 
that nKilc End,(K) E (M,(K/F), 0) in Q. Q.E.D. 
1.8.1. COROLLARY. Let 2 be a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra. Suppose K 
is a Jinite projective F-module and F C K m. Then the associated map of K/k- 
biaZgebras (1.6.3) 
(T: 2 ---f End,(K) 
induces an Q-map 
~C+-p+~ End,(K) N Mk(K/F) 
K/k Klk K/k 
which is the unique k-bialgebra map (0.7) such that 
~~no=p:n%-+End,(K) 
K/k K/k 
is the canonical measuring representation. 
1.8.2. Note that P(M,(K/F)) N Der,(K/F) (0.7) is naturally a left 
K-module. This is the same as the K-module structure on P(nK,, End,(K)) 
(1.3) when K is a finite projective F-module. 
1.9. We shall refer to (1.7) in the following form: 
Let H be a cocommutative k-bialgebra and 
ci: H -+ M,(K/F) 
a homomorphism of k-bialgebras. Then K # H is a cocommutative K/k- 
bialgebra (1.5) such that F C K(K#H). Hence nK,k (K # H) is a 
cocommutative k-bialgebra having the canonical measuring representation 
p: nKIle (K # H) + End,(K) which can be identified with a k-bialgebra 
map (0.7) 
6: fl W # W - ~&‘W), 
K/k 
which is said to be associated with 0~. The adjunction (1.1.1) 
,:H+n (K#H) 
K/k 
is a k-bialgebra map and 6 0 L = 01 by (1.7.6). 
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I f  K is a finite projective F-module, then the k-bialgebra map 01 can be 
identified with a map of K/k-bialgebras 
d: K# H-+ End,(K) 
by (1.8) and we have 
6 = n &: fl (K # H) + n End,(K) = Mk(K/F). 
Kfk K/k Klk 
1.9.1. In case of kypevalgebras (0.3) the above convention takes the 
following form: 
Let H be a k-hyperalgebra and 0~: H---f &(K/F) (0.7) a map of k-hyper- 
algebras. Let 
denote the irreducible component (0.3) containing 1, which is a k-hyper- 
algebra. Then the associated bialgebra map 6 and the adjunction L induce 
hyperalgebra maps 
6: H” -+ ky,(K/F) and L:H-+H#- 
such that 6 0 L = 01. 
If  K is a finite projective F-module, then the K/k-bialgebra map a induces 
1.9.2. With the same notations as above we have 
P(H#) = K @ P(H) 
by (1.3). The hyperalgebra map 01: H + kyk(K/F) induces a (restricted) Lie 
algebra map 
01: P(H) + P(ky,(K/F)) = Derk(K/F). 
The Lie algebra map induced from 6: H# + ky,(K/F) 
6: K @ P(H) = P(H#) -+ P(ky,(K/F)) = Der,(K/F) 
maps h @ a E K @ P(H) to X . ~(a). In particular 6 is left K-linear. 
1.10. Suppose t/k is an algebraic extension of fields. If  J? is a K/k- 
bialgebra, then I @ 2 is naturally a K/&bialgebra with K = G @ K. 
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Let H be a cocommutative k-bialgebra with a measuring representation 
p: H - End,(K). Then G @ H is a cocommutative L’-bialgebra and 
d@p:e@H+e@Endk(K)CEnde(R) 
is a measuring representation. We have 
@J[K#H]rd#/(L@H) 
as &?/Gbialgebras. 
If  X is cocommutative, then 
J-J(Q+&)d@p 
R/e K/k 
as C-bialgebras with the same measuring action on R by (1.2), (1.2. l), (1.7.4), 
and (1.7.5). 
I f  U: K # H -+ & is the K/k-bialgebra map corresponding to an Q-map 
u: H ---f nxIk 2 (1.7.6), then the K/L’-bialgebra map G @ U: R #e (k @ H)+ 
L @ S corresponds to 
Cou:G~H~(:on~=~~(CO~). 
K/k 
Recall that P = e @F. The composite (0.7) 
8 @ M,(KlF) fl% r” @ End,(K) C Endp(R) 
which is a measuring representation, induces a map of e-bialgebras 
e @ M,(K/F) ---f M,(R/F). 
I f  K is a finite projective F-module, then this is an isomorphism. Indeed 
/ @ End,(K) ‘v Endp(R) 
as Rltbialgebras. Hence by (1.8) 
/ @ M,(yIF) = L @ fl End,(K) LS! fl Endp(R) = M#?/p) 
K/6 R/e 
as &bialgebras with the same measuring action on R. 
If  01: H + M,(K/F) is a k-bialgebra map and 6: nKik (K # H) ---f Mk(K/F) 
is associated with 01 (I .9), then the composite e-bialgebra map 
n [I? #e (G @ H)] = / @ fl (K # H) ‘;% / @ M,(K/F) can% M,(&‘p) 
R/d K/L 
is associated with the composite Cbialgebra map 
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If K is finite projective F-module, then the /-bialgebra map (1.9) 
G R #t (8 @ H) + Endp(R) 
identified with G @ S, is the same as 
~O~:~O[K#H]--,eOEnd,(K). 
1.10.1. The canonical map / @ M,(K/F)-+ &&(x/F) induces an dhyper- 
algebra map 
10 hYk(KIF) - hYt@Y) 
which is injective, since so is the restriction (0.5), (0.7) 
6’ @ P(hyk(K/F)) = e @ Der,(K/F) C-+ Der@/fl) = P(&(K/p)). 
If K is a finite projectiveF-module, then 
f 0 MY, -S hye(Rll;i) 
since 8 @ hy,(K/F) = [t @ Mk(K/F)I1 (0.3). 
Let H be a k-hyperalgebra and 
01: H -+ hyk(K/F) 
a hyperalgebra map. We have (0.3) 
The composite 
is associated with the composite &hyperalgebra map 
2. PSEUDOHYPERALGEBRAS 
Suppose k is of characteristic p > 0. 
2.1. Let C be a connected cocommutative k-coalgebra. Let 
Y-i: c--k h-i @ c 
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be the iterated F-map (0.8). Put 
ui = P(?qC)) 
which is a k-i-subspace of kei @ P(C), since Vi(C) is a k+subcoalgebra 
of kF @ C (0.8). The sequence 
l?(C) = (U, , Ul , u, ,.-., u7l ,...I 
satisfies: 
2.1.1. U, is a vector space over k, 
2.1.2. Ui is a k-Gubspace of k-i @ U, , Vi 3 0, 
2.1.3. U,,l C k-i-l &, Vi , Vi 3 0. 
2.2. If f/k is an extension of fields, then Vi: e @ C--f Fi Be (r? @ C) 
is obtained from Vi: C -+ k-” @ C by scalar extension (0.8). Hence 
LEMMA. For each connected cocommutative k-coalgebra C, the invariant 
of the e-coalgebra e @ C is given by 
2.3. If D is a subcoalgebra of a connected cocommutative k-coalgebra C, 
then E(D) C E(C) in the sense that ((0) = (U,,‘, U,‘, U,‘,...) with lJ: C Ui . 
When k is perfect, the invariant t(C) is a descending chain 
of k-subspaces of U,, = P(C). 
2.4. A connected cocommutative k-coalgebra C is a pseudohyperalgebra 
(called a pseudo-suhbialgebra of B(U) in [4, II]) if there is a k-hyperalgebra 
whose underlying coalgebra is isomorphic to C. 
THEOREM. Let C be a k-pseudohyperalgebra nd D a pseudohyperalgebra 
and a subcoalgebra of C. If E(D) = f(C), then D = C. 
Proof. Let 4 be the perfect closure of k. Then &(6’@ D) = &(6’@ C) by 
(2.2) and &‘a DCe@ C are e-pseudohyperalgebras. Hence we can reduce 
to the case k is perfect. 
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2.4.1. For each k-coalgebra C, let (C,} denote the coradical filtration 
(0.5) and put 
gr(C) = 6 WZ-, , 
VL=O 
where C_, = 0. 
This is a graded codgebra [7, Sect. 11.11. 
If  H is an irreducible k-bialgebra (i.e., Ho = Iz) then gr(H) is a commutatiwe 
graded bialgebra [7, Theorem 11.2.51. If  L is another irreducible k-bialgebra 
and #:L --f H a coalgebra map, then the associated map of graded coalgebras 
e-W g@) - gr(H) b ecomes automatically a map of graded bialgebras 
[7, Theorem 11.2.51. 
This means in particular that if C is a pseudohyperalgebra, then all hyper- 
algebra structures on C induce the same bialgebra structure on gr(C). Hence 
if 4: D + C is a coalgebra map where D and C are pseudohyperalgebras, 
then gr($): gr(D) -+ gr(C) is a graded bialgebra map. Note that if 4: D C+ C, 
then gr(+): gr(D) 4 gr(C). 
2.4.2. For each k-vector space U, we defined in (0.6) a k-hyperalgebra 
Bk(U). Let X be a basis for U and RJ cx) the set of functions f: X -+ N (the 
set of integers 20) with finite support. 
For f  E NcX) let 1 f / = ~xEXf(~). For f,g E Ntx) let f +g E N(X) be 
defined by (f +g)(x) =f(x) +g(x) for x EX. Let 
(‘,) = g (‘,[zi) where (t) = 0 if b > a. 
It is shown [4, II, 4.21 that &(U) has a basis {u@) /f E N'x)} where 
4wl = c %A 0 %) 9 
g+h=f 
4%)) = Sf.0 ? 
W%) = 
( 1 
f + g  U(,+d f ' 
1 = U(0) . 
The graduation 
B(W4 = c %) 3 n = 0, 1, 2,... 
lfl=n 
does not depend on the basis X and gives B(U) N gr(B(U)) as graded 
bialgebras. 
We can identify U = P(B( U)) = B( U)( 1). 
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2.4.3. Suppose k is perfect. Let C be a pseudohyperalgebra and a sub- 
coalgebra of B,(U) containing U. Put 
Fix a sufficiently large integer N. Let X be a basis for U such that there is 
a sequence X = X0 3 X1 3 Xa 3 0.. 3 X, such that Xi is a basis for Vi , 
i = 0, l,..., N. For x E X, let (x) < N be the largest integer with x E Xo.. . 
By (2.4.2) gr(C) is a graded subcoalgebra of gr(&( U)) = Bk( U). 
LEMMA. For each m < pN-tl, the set 
hr) I I f  I = m and f(x) < pcr)+l, Vx E X> 
forms a basis for gr(C)(m) = C,/C,-, . 
Proof. Let P(m) denote the subspace spanned by the above set. The 
inclusion gr(C)(m) C P(m), Vm < pN+l, follows from [5, Lemma 61. 
We prove the opposite inclusion P(m) C gr(C)(m) by induction. This is 
clear if m = 0 or 1. Suppose u(,) E P(m). 
Cast f  = f’ + f” for somef’ # 0, f  b # 0 with Supp(f ‘) n Supp(f”) = 0. 
Since uo’) and uoe) E gr(C) by the induction hypothesis and that gr(C) C B(U) 
is a graded subbialgebra, it follows that 
u(f) = *w)w) E &C)(m). 
Hence we can reduce to the case f  = mS, , with x E X, where 6,: X -+ N, 
Y++S,,* 
Case m is not a power of p. There are integers i > 0 and j > 0 with 
m = i + j and (7) + 0 modp. Then is, and jS, E gr(C) by the induction 
hypothesis. Hence as above 
m 
YiS,P(jS,) = 0 i W E gdC>- 
Since (7) # 0 in k, ug) E gr(C)(m). 
Case m = p”. It follows from (03.2) that the coradical filtration on V’(C) 
is given by 
V-‘(C), = F(C) n c, = Y’“(Cprn). 
Since pe = f  (x) < p@)+l, e < (x). Hence x E Ye(C) n Cl = Ve(C,.). There 
is an element 
c = c b+,) + d E Cp. 
2 
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with V”(c) = x, where hi # 0 E k, fi E Ncr) with 1 fi 1 = pe and d E C,,-l . 
Since gr(C)(pe) C P(p”), we have qri) E P(p”) for all i. Applying the iterated 
V-map Ye, we see that 
Ai = 1 if fi = p%, ; Supp(f,) # {one point} if fi # p%, . 
We know that U(,J E gr(C)(p”) if Supp(f,) # {one point}. Hence 
w E gr(CW). Q.E.D. 
2.4.4. We can prove Theorem 2.4. We can assume k is perfect. Put 
f(D) = f(C) = (U, 3 u, 3 u, 3 *.*), 
Embed C into &(U,,) as a subcoalgebra so that 7r 1 U,, is the identity. Thus 
U, C D C C C Bk( U,). It follows directly from (2.4.3) that 
.FPKm) = @-(C)W c Bk( uL44 
for all m < pN+l. Since N can be arbitrarily chosen, we have gr(D) = gr(C). 
This means D = C. Q.E.D. 
2.5. The invariant f(C) clussz~es the graded bialgebras gr(C). More 
precisely we can prove: 
Let U be a k-vector space and 
4 = (Uo , Ul , u, ,.*.) 
a sequence satisfying (2.1.1, 2, 3) and U, = U. There is a unique graded sub- 
bialgebra A(f) of Bk(U) such thut f(A(f)) = 5. 
Let C be a pseudohyperalgebra nd a subcoalgebra of Bk(U) containing U. 
If 6 = t(C), then gr(C) = A([). In particular we have 
t(C) = Sk-W)). 
If C and D are two pseudohyperalgebras, then gr(C) E gr(D) as coalgebras 
OY graded coalgebras OY graded bialgebrus if and only if E(C) II t(D). 
The proof will be published elsewhere. This is not used in this paper. 
2.6. Suppose k is perfect, let C be a k-pseudohyperalgebra and put 
t(C) = (U,,I U,r> U,I ..e). Theorem 0.8.1 implies that Ui is the set of 
elements in P(C) = U,, over which there is a (pi+l - l)-SDP in C. 
2.7. Let K be a commutative k-algebra and H a subhyperalgebra of 
by,(K). The inclusion H 4 by,(K) . d m uces a k-hyperalgebra map (1.9.1) 
6: H# + by,(K). 
Suppose that S(H#) C H. 
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If k’/lk is an algebraic extension of fields, then & @ H C C @ by,(K) C by,(R) 
with R = G @ K and we have S[(C @ H)#] C e @ H (1.10.1). 
Let t(H) = (U,, , U, , lJa ,...). P(H) = Us is a k-subspace of P(hy&Y)) = 
Der,(K) which is a left K-module. 
LEMMA. If S(H#) C H, then Ui is a k-i @ K-submodule of k-i @ Der,(K) 
for all i >, 0. 
Proof. Let C = the perfect closure of k. Put &(4 @ H) = 
(U,,o3 or3 T?,3 *se). Then Oi = & 6Jkmi Ui C 6 Ok-t (k-i @ Der,(K)) = 
L @ Der,(K) C De@). Since 
I? = C @ K = C @&i (k-” @J K), 
it is enough to show that each U$ is a E-submodule of Der!(R). Since 
6[(E @ H)#] C 4 @ H, we can reduce to the case k is perfect. 
Suppose k is perfect. Then U,,1 U, r) U, r> **. . If x E Vi, there is a 
(pi+1 - l)-SDP {x } n o<n<ei+l in H over x (2.6). Then {~(x,J}s(~<++~ is a 
(pi+l - I)-SDP in H# where L: H --+ H+ is the adjunction. We can view 
this sequence as a ( pi+l - I)-SDP in the K-coalgebra K @ H by (1.3). 
Hence for each A E K 
is a (pi+1 - l)-SDP in K @ H. We view this sequence as a ( pi+l - l)-SDP 
in H# again. Then the SDP {6(hn * L(x,J)}~+<~~+~ clearly lies over 
Ax (E Der,(K)). S ince 6(H#) C H, this means that x E Vi . Hence Vi is a 
K-submodule of Der,(K). Q.E.D. 
2.8. With the same notations as above, suppose k is perfect. Let 
ai = {A E K 1 hg”‘ = O}. 
Thus a, C a2 C as C ... are nil ideals of K. Let U, be the set of elements 
in P(H) over which there is an co-SDP in H. Hence U, C nn U, , where 
f(H) = (U,,3 U,r, U,:, *..). 
LEMMA. aiUi-r C U, for all i > 0. 
Proof. Let x E Udpl . There is a (pi - I)-SDP 4: Bk,9~--1 -+ H lying 
over X. Let A E ai . Define a K-linear map 
f: K ($3 B, - K 0 Bkspi--l 
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byf(lOb,)=hjObjifj<pi and =0 if j 3 pi. This is a K-coalgebra 
map since hpi = 0. The composite K-coalgebra map 
corresponds to a k-coalgebra map 
which is an co-SDP in H#. If  we identify (1.9.2) 
P(H#) = P(K @ H) = K @ P(H) 
we have #(b,) = X @ x. Hence the composite 
B,AH#-%H 
is an cc-SDP in H lying over Ax. Therefore Ax E U, . Q.E.D. 
3. THE GALOIS SUBHYPERALGEBRAS hy,(K/F) 
Let K/k be an extension of fields of characteristic p > 0. Let H be a 
subhyperalgebra of hyk(K). Put F = KH which is a subfield of K (0.7). The 
inclusion H c--+ hy,(K/F) induces a k-hyperalgebra map 6: H# + hyk(K/F) 
(1.9.1). The purpose of this section is to prove: 
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose [K : F] < co. Then H = hy,(K/F) ;f  and only if 
6(H#) C H. 
The “only if” part is obvious (see (1.7.5)). The “if” part is proved step 
by step. We fix the following notations: 
H is a subhyperalgebra of hyk(K/F) with F = KH, S(H#) C H and 
[K:F]<co. 
-f(H) = (U, , U, , U, ,...). Then P(H) = U, is a K-subspace of Der,(K/F) 
and Ui is a ki @ K-submodule of ki @ U,, (2.7). 
G is the perfect closure of k. 
K = G @ K, P = e OF. We identify G @ hy,(K/F) = hy#?/~) (1 .lO. 1). 
&(l@ H) = (0,3 ol 3 0,3 .*.), where oi = /ok+ Vi (2.2). 
Um=(xEP(d@H)ITh ere is an co-SDP in 4 @ H lying over x). Thus 
a&(Ji iYi. 
ai = (A E K 1 Xv’ = 0). Hence a, C a, C aa C ... and a$-r C 0, (2.8). 
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3.2. An arrow u: a + b in an abelian category A is pua.&split if u factors 
as II: a 5 c 4 b where v is an epimorphism and there is an arrow r: b -+ c 
withrow=l. 
If u: M + N is a quasi-split arrow in Mod, where R is a commutative 
ring, then for any commutative overring S/R, S OR u: S OR M -+ S OR N 
is quasi-split in Mod, . 
LEMMA. The K/a&ear map 
UJai Ui + Uo,iaiU(j 
induced from the inclusion ni C-+ oc, is quasi-split for all i >, 0. 
Proof. Fix i and put S = X/at and R = (kei @ K)/oi’ with oi’ = 
ai n (k-i @ K). The above S-linear map is of the form S OR u where 
u: Uilai’Ui + (k-i @ lJo)/ai’ (kF @ U,,) 
is the R-linear map induced from the inclusion Vi c-+ kmi @ UO. We have 
only to prove that u is quasi-split. The composite ring homomorphism 
where f i(X) = xPi, induces R 4 K. Since f  i(k-i @ K) = kKs* is a field, 
R is a field. Hence u is quasi-split. Q.E.D. 
3.3. The above lemma implies that the submodule oJ(oi n aiO,,O) of 
Us/aiOs is a direct summand for all i 3 0. 
3.3.1. LEMMA. [l, p. 881 Let A be a (noncommutative) ring and J a two- 
sided nil ideal of A. Then each idempotent in Al J can be lifted to an idempotent 
in A. 
3.3.2. LEMMA. Let R be a commutative ring and a a nil-ideal of R. Then 
for each n > 0, M,,(a) is a nil-ideal of M,(R), the n x n matrix ring over R. 
Proof. We can reduce to the case a is finitely generated. Since then a is 
nilpotent, the result is clear. 
3.3.3. COROLLARY. With the same notations as above, let M be an n-dimen- 
sional free left R-module. If  m is a direct summand R/a-submodule of M/aM, 
then there are submodules P and Q of M such that M = P @ Q and m = PjaP. 
Proof. Since End,(M) N M*(R) and End,,,(M/aM) N NI,(R/a), each 
idempotent in End,/,(M/aM) can be lifted to an idempotent in End,(M). 
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3.3.4. Since [K :F] < 00, Der,(K/F) is finite dimensional over K and 
so is U, . Hence 0, is a finite free R-module. 
Since ~l,lalo,, (note that a,o,, C aa C 0,) is a direct summand g/al- 
submodule of ~s/ai~,, , there is a direct sum decomposition 
uo =PoOQI 
as J?-modules such that Qi/arQi = UJ~,U~ by (3.3.3). Since a,o,, C o1 , 
we have Qr C Ul and hence 
~~=(u~nPP,)OQ,3a,P,0a,Q,=a,Z?,. 
Therefore Ul n P,, = a,P,, . Thus we have proved: 
LEMMA. There are K-submodules P,, and Q1 of UO such that 
Do =PoOQl, ul =a,P,OQ,. 
3.3.5. LEMMA. l? is local. Hence all$nitely generated projective K-modules 
are free [l, p. 911. 
Proof. I f  x E I?, then XP’ E K for some r > 0. 
3.3.6. Assume that there are E-submodules df U,, 
PO, PI, Pz ,..., P,-1 and Q,, 
such that 
U,=a,P,Oa,P,O...OaiPi_lOPiO...OP,_,OQ, 
for all i = 0, l,..., n. This means in particular 
0, = P,,@P,@*..@P,-,@Q,. 
This is valid when n = 1 (3.3.4). 
Since Pi C Ui for i = 0, l,..., n - 1, we have by (2.8) 
a,P, 0 *** 0 anP,-l C Urn CdUn+, . 
Since U%+, C Un = a,P,, @ *a* @ a,P,,-, @ Qn , it follows that 
on+, = alp0 0 - 0 anpn-1 0 (un+1 n Qn>. 
Let 7r: 0, -+ UO/a,+l o 0 be the canonical projection. Then 
4 on,,, = 4 us+, n Qn> C 4QJ 
since a,Ps + -*- + a-P,-i C a,+lUo. S ince TT(U,,+J is a direct summand 
of uO/an+ru,, , it is a direct summand of n(Q,J. 
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Since Qla C on, u,,+~Q,, C Um n Qn C D,,,, n Qn . Hence rr(um+,) = 
( on+, n Qn>lan+lQ, is a direct summand of n(Q,) = Qn/an+lQn as a 
@,+1- module. Since Qn is a finite free R-module (3.3.5) and a,,, is nil, 
there are l?-submodules P, and Q,,+l of Qn such that 
Qn =PnOQn+l, r?,,l n Qa = ala+&, 0 Qn+l 
by the same reason as (3.3.4). 
This completes the induction process and proves: 
LEMMA. There are I?-submodules of i?,, 
P, , Pl ,...> f’, ,... ; Q,, ,Ql ,..., Qn ,... 
such that 
(i) Qn=PnOQn+l,tJn30, 
(ii) On = a,P,, @ a2Pl @ .a* 0 a,Pnel @Qn , Vn > 0. 
Note that this implies in particular o,, = Q,, . 
3.3.7. With the same notations as above we have 
?&=P&P,@**.@P,-,@Q, 
for all 7~ >, 0. Since o,, is finite free over I?, there is an integer N > 0 such 
that 
PN = PN+l = PN+2 = *.. = 0, 
Qiv =Qiw =Q.v+z = ... =Q. 
Note that Q C fin On . 
LEMMA. Q = 0. 
Proof. Suppose Q # 0. Since Q is a free I?-submodule of o,, C Deq(K/fl), 
there is an element D EQ such that 
{h&\hD =0} =O. 
Let {x1 ,..., x,} be an F-basis for K. Since K/F is purely inseparable [7, 
Theorem 10.2.1(c)] there is an integer r > 0 such that xf’ EF, Vi. Since 
DEQC o,, there is a (,r+r - l)-SDP {D, , D, ,..., D,,+,-,} in 8@ H 
with D = D, . Then 
0 = D&i”‘) = D(x<)P’. 
Hence D(q) E a7 for all i. Thus 
J = ED(q) + ... + KD(q), 
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which is contained in a, is a nilpotent ideal of k J # 0 since D # 0. I f  
JM = 0 but J”-l # 0, then 
J”-’ C {A E I? 1 AD = 01, 
a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3.4. It follows that there are J?-submodules of or, 
PO > PI >***, PN--I 
such that 
i7~=P()@P,O...@P,-,, 
~~=a,P,Oa,P,O...Oa,P,-,OP,O...OP,_,, 
71 = 1, 2 ,..., iv - 1, 
un = qPo 0 a2P1 @ *.* @I a,P,-l , n = N, N + I,..., co. 
Since the K-modules P,, are free (3.39, there is a R-basis X for 27, 
such that there is a sequence X = X,, 1 X1 3 *** 1 X,-r such that Xi - X,,, 
is a E-basis for Pi, i = 0, 1 ,..., N - 1. (The set X is finite.) 
For each x E X, let (x) be the largest integer <N with x E Xc,) . Note 
that (x E X 1 (x) = i} is a K-basis for Pi . 
Let A be the set of functions f: X-t N such that f(z) <pcz)+l for all 
xcx. 
Let C be the tcoalgebra with a free basis (~‘0) 1 f e A} where 
W(f)) = c %) 0 Vu(h) > 
f=s+h 
+vf)) = 6f,ll * 
Then C is an Cpseudohyperalgebra (2.4). Indeed the multiplication 
~(fPk4 = ( ) f +g %+s) f 
(which is well defined since (‘y) = 0 if f + g 6 A) makes C into an Chyper- 
algebra with 1 = v(~) . 
Totally order X. For each x E X, let {xi} be a (~(~)+l - l)-SDP in the 
Chyperalgebra I @ H lying over x. (Note that x E Pt,) C t?(,.). 
Define an e-linear map 
+:C+if@H 
by +(vo) = n,,, xf(=) , f E A, the right-hand side of which is defined by 
the total order fixed on X. Then 4 is an r!-coalgebra map whose restriction 
~~P(C):P(C)-+e@u,= 77, 
is an injection onto the /-subspace of o0 spanned by X. 
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Let C# denote the irreducible component mgIc (K Oc C)]’ where 1 
denotes the canonical group-like element. Since C has an &hyperalgebra 
structure and there is at least one measuring representation p: C -+ End,(K) 
(e.g., the trivial one), it follows from (1.9.1) that C* is an Qseudohyper- 
algebra with 
P(O) = P(K 08 C) = R&P(C) = Rx (1.3). 
The Gcoalgebra map + induces an e-coalgebra map 
Put 
3.4.1. LEMMA. t/ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since the restriction 
@X=P(C#)+P(t@H)= oO=l?X 
is an isomorphism (identified with the identity), # is injective (0.4). We 
view C’s as a subcoalgebra of 4 @ H via (6. Since C# and 8 @ Hare e-pseudo- 
hyperalgebras, we have only to prove [t(0) = &(6’ @ H) by Theorem 2.4. 
Put &(C#) = (o,,’ 3 0;’ 1 us 3 **a), where o,,’ = o,, and Dir C oi . 
Let x E X. There is a (~(~)+l - I)-SDP in C lying over x. By the same 
reason as (2.7), we conclude that 
rzx c u;,) c U(,) .
HencePi@P,+l@~~~@P,-,C~~‘C~~fori=O,l,...,N-l. 
Let o,,,’ be the set of elements in o,,’ over which there is an oo-SDP in C+. 
The proof of Lemma 2.8 shows that 
for each x E X. Thus atPi- C ow’ for i = 1,2 ,..., N. 
This proves immediately that 0; = Oi for all i > 0. Hence &(C#) = 
&(/OH) and 4: C#-%/@H. Q.E.D. 
3.4.2. Let o: K # H + End,(K) denote the map of K/k-bialgebras 
identified with the inclusion H 4 hy,(K/F) (see (1.4.2), (1.5), (1.8) and 
(1.9.1)). The composite K-coalgebra map 
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is injective, since so is the restriction on K gc P(C) = KX and End&?) is 
clearly a flat K-module (0.9.1). 
The Lcoalgebra isomorphism 
I)-‘: 8 @ H -7 C” 
corresponds to a K-coalgebra map 
.:G@(K#H)+R@,C. 
LEMMA. The composite 
@(K#H): K Be C --% Endp(K) 
equals / @ a. 
Proof. The Ccoalgebra map corresponding to Qi o 7 is 
x:t@Hc Q/P C# - n Endp(K) = M,(K/p), 
Bid 
where J&/C @ factors as 
which equals 
Hence the Lcoalgebra map x is the same as the inclusion. This means that 
007 =/@Cl. 
3.4.3. Since u: K # H + End,(K) is surjective by (1.6.3) it follows 
from the above lemma that 
@: K Be C --f Endp(K) 
(which is injective) is surjective. Hence @ is an isomorphism. Therefore 
n @: C” -7 hy&‘$‘) = 6’0 hyk(K/F), 
RI! 
where note that hy!(I?/p) is the irreducible component containing 1 of 
MAR/F) = l&,t EndA&. S’ mce the above map is the composite 
C+ nRieIBOed3 (8 @ H)# = 8 @ H# do6, k @ hya(K/F), 
it follows that 6: H# + hy,(K/F) is surjectiwe. 
This proves Theorem 3.1. 
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4. THE GALOIS SUBBIALGEBRAS H&/F) 
Suppose k is of characteristic p > 0. 
Let C be a cocommutative k-coalgebra. Then 
is the unique maximal pointed (0.3) subcoalgebra of C by [7, 8.0.71. We call 
C,t the pointed part of C. 
If u: C + D is a map of cocommutative k-coalgebras, then u: C,t --t D,t 
clearly. Any subcoalgebra of a pointed coalgebra is pointed too. 
Let H be a cocommutative k-bialgebra. Then G(H) is a multiplicative 
submonoid of H and HPt is a subbialgebra of H [7, 8.1.11. 
When G(H) is a group, then G(H) normalizes H1 in the sense that 
gH’g-1 = H1, k E G(H) 
and we have an isomorphism of k-algebras 
H1 # k[Wf)I --s HP, , a#g l-+ag, 
[7, 8.14 where k[G(H)] is the k-group algebra of G(H). 
Let K be an extension field of k. We put 
f4c(K) = WdK),t 
the pointed part of the cocommutative k-bialgebra Mk(K) (0.7) and 
f&(W) = W&V% = f&(K) n M&W) 
for all intermediate field K 3 F,3 k. 
By the universality for Mk(K/F), we can identify the monoid G(H,(K/F)) 
with the monoid of F-algebra endomorphisms of K. In particular if 
[K :F] < 00, then G(HE(K/F)) is a group and we have 
f&W’) = b@7F) # k[Aut,(KIl. 
If H is a subbialgebra of H,(K), then 
KH = (A E K 1 a[h] = c(a)& Vu E H} 
is an intermediate field between K and k (0.7). Recall that H = H,(K/F) 
is the unique maximal subbialgebra of H,(K) such that F C KH. 
Consider the Galois correspondence between the sets of intermediate 
fields K 1 F 1 k and of subbialgebras H of H,(K): 
F * fWW and K*+iH. 
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Sweedler proves the following: 
4.1. THEOREM. [6, Theorem 2.41 Let K 3 F r) k befields with [K : F] < co. 
Then F = KH for some subbialgebra H C H,(K) if and only if 
(1) K is normal over F, 
(2) F and KK”” are linearly disjoint over F n KKP” for all n. 
In this section we characterize the subbialgebras H,(K/F) for [K : F] < 00. 
For each pointed cocommutative k-bialgebra H with a measuring repre- 
sentation p: H---f End,(K), let 
denote the pointed part of the k-bialgebra nKIlc (K # H) (1.9). 
Since G(H#) = G(K # H) = G(H) (because the K-coalgebra K # H is 
pointed), it follows that the adjunction 
L: H+ H# 
induces an isomorphism I: G(H) -7 G(H#). Hence if G(H) is a group, so 
is G(H#). 
If H is irreducible (i.e., H is a k-hyperalgebra), then so is H#, since 
G(H#) = (1). H ence the notation H* here is compatible with the convention 
in (1.9.1). 
We have already used, in (3.3.7), the following: 
4.2. PROPOSITION. [7, 10.2.1-J If H C hyA(K) is a subbialgebra and K is 
algebraic over F = KH, then K/F is purely inseparable. 
When K/F is algebraic, let K 1 Fsep 1 F be the separable closure of F in K. 
4.3. COROLLARY. If K/F is algebraic, then hy,(K/F) = Hk(K/FSep). 
Proof. The inclusion hys(K/F) C Hk(K/FSep) follows from above. Since 
AutFB,(K> = Uh &W/%J C hydK/F). Q.E.D. 
If H is a subbialgebra of H,(K), the inclusion H 4 H,(K) induces a 
map of k-bialgebras 
6: K$ W # W - WAK). 
Taking the pointed parts, we obtain 
6: H# + H,(K). 
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4.4. THEOREM. Let H be a subbialgebra ofH,(K) and CT: K # H--f End,(K) 
the associated measuring representation (1.5). Then H = H,(K/F) for some 
subfield K 3 F 3 k with [K : F] < CO ;f and only if 
(1) a(K # H) is a finite-dimensional left K-vector space, 
(2) S(H”) C H. 
Proof. The “only if” part is clear. By (1.6.3) the condition (1) implies 
that [K : KH] < co. Put F = KH. Suppose [K : F] < 03 and S(H#) C H. 
Let L = KcH1). Then [K : L] < co and S((HI)#) C H1. Hence H1 = hy,(K/L) 
by Theorem 3.1. 
Since G = G(H) is a submonoid of theJinite group G(H,(K/F)) = Aut,(K), 
G is also a group. Since the group G normalizes HI, it normalizes the invariant 
field L. The group homomorphism 
G + Aut,(L) 
induced from H C-+ H,(K/F) is surjective, since LG = F. In particular the 
finite extension L/F is galois. Since K/L is purely inseparable by (4.2), it 
follows that L = Fs,,, . Hence H1 = hy,(K/L) = hy,(K/F). 
Further, since K/F is normal by (4.1), we have 
AutF(K) -5 Aut,(F,,,). 
Hence G -% Au+(K) = G(H,(K/F)). Therefore 
H = H1 # k[q -5 hy,(y%) # k[G(Hk(K/F))] Y H,(K/F). Q.E.D. 
4.5. COROLLARY. There is a bijective Galois correspondence between the 
set of intermediate JieZds K 3 F 3 k such that K/F is finite normal and F and 
kKp” are linearly disjoint for all n and the set of subbialgebras H C H,(K) 
such that [o(K # H) : K] < 00 and S(H+) C H oia F I-+ Hk(K/F) and 
KH+iH. 
5. A COUNTER EXAMPLE 
This section shows that Theorem 3.1 does not hold if the assumption 
[K : F] < 00 is dropped. 
Let K/k be an extension of fields of characteristic p > 0. Let L be a 
k-hyperalgebra and (Y: L + hyle(K) a hyperalgebra map. Suppose that the 
associated hyperalgebra map (1.9.1) 6: L# + by,(K) is injective. Then the 
image H = S(L#) satisfies the condition S(H#) C H in (3.1). 
Indeed the isomorphism 6-l: H -%L# in the category Sz (1.7) determines 
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a K/k-bialgebra map u: K # H -+ K # L by (1.7.6). Then u induces an 
Q-map nKlk u: H# -+ L#, or equivalently the composite 
H# 
IIK/P 
l L# A hYk(K) 
is associated with the inclusion H C+ ky,(K) in the sense of (1.9.1). Hence 
S(H#) C H. 
Note that 6: L# + by,(K) is injective if and only if the Lie algebra map 
01: P(L) --f Der,(K) induces an injection K @ P(L) 4 Der,(K) (1.9.2). 
Suppose k = KL = KH and K/k is finiteZy generated. For each n > 0, 
K is finite purely inseparable over kK p” and there is a subhyperalgebra 
MC by,(K) with kKp” = KM by Theorem 4.1. 
Hence in order to show H # by,(K), it is enough to show that there is an 
integer n > 0 such that there is no subhyperalgebra M C H with KM = kK?“‘. 
Put L = B, = kb, + kb, + kb, + ..a (0.4). This is a hyperalgebra by 
1 = b,, and bibj = (i:j) b,+j . Giving a hyperalgebra map a: L --f ky,(K) is 
equivalent to giving a k-algebra map 
x: K -+ K[[tll (the power series K-algebra) 
such that Co o x = $I o x and E o x = I, where 
$0 : K[[tll- K[[t, 41, 1 h,ti t-+ c x(h&, 
41 : KKtll - K[[t, 41, ; h$i H i X,(2 + u>i, 
E : K[[t]] --f K, c hiti: A0 . 
The associated map 6: L# -+ kyp(K) is injective if and only if cu(b,) # 0 if 
and only if the composite K 5 K[[t]] -+ K[t]/(P) is nontrivial. 
Let k[ El be the noncommutative polynomial ring with lFX = hplF, h E K. 
All commutative k-algebra R is a left k[[F]-module by IFa = ap, a E R. 
In the power series k-algebra k[[t]] let P(k[[t]]) denote the subspace of 
p-power power series A,$ + X,t* + A& + ... + hntPn + ... , hi E k. This 
is a k[lFJ-subspace and hence a commutative p-Lie subalgebra. The induced 
algebra map ?Pl(P(k[[t]])) ---f k[[t]], w h ere U@J(X) denotes the universal 
enveloping algebra of the p-Lie algebra X, is injectiwe. 
In particular if S is a finite subset of P(k[[t]]) linearly independent over 
k[lFj, by which we mean 0~~ = 0, Vq E S, when x:, cy,,q = 0 with a* E k[lF], 
then S is algebraically independent over k. 
Fix an integer a > 1 and put 
u _ tP + t”a + paa + . . . + pan + -..* 
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Then {t, U} are linearly independent over k[lFJ and hence algebraically 
independent over k. 
Let K = k(x, y) be purely transcendental over k with the indeterminates 
x and y. Define a k-algebra map x: K--+ K[[t]] by 
x(x) = x + t and X(Y) = Y + u* 
Since t, u E P(k[[t]]), x satisfies the conditions $,, o x = $i o x and E o x = I 
and determines a hyperalgebra map or: L = B, -+ kyk(K). 
The K-algebra map 
2: K @ K -+ K[[t]], hOP-~XxX(P) 
is injectiue, since {t, u} are algebraically independent over k. It follows that 
k = K=. 
The associated hyperalgebra map 6: L# -+ ky,(K) is injectiete, since 
or(&) # 0. We put H = 6(P) and show H # kyk(K). 
For each integer n > 0 put 
K, = k xp”, ypn, -y + c xpai , 
o<a;<n 
L, = kb, + kb, + ... + kbpn--l, 
where L, is a subhyperalgebra of L. 
It is clear that K,, C KLn. 
The canonical measuring representation (1.4.2) 0: K # L -+ End,(K) 
induces maps of K/k-bialgebras 
CT: K #L, -+ EndKn(K). 
Hence the image o(K #L) is contained in 
# = fi End,(K), 
n=1 
which is a K/k-bialgebra. The composite map of K/k-bialgebras K # H: 
K #L LX where u is defined before, corresponds to the inclusion 
H c-+ ky,JK). 
Note that the sequence of subfields K 3 Kl 3 K, 3 .** satisfies 
K,, = K,,+lKPn, vn > 0, 
where we put K, = K. Hence for I 3 n > 0, K,‘ = K,KP”. Therefore 
End,l(K) n EndlcK,,(K) = End,%(K). This proves 
X n End,,,m(K) = End,(K). 
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Now put 
H, = H n hy,(K/kKp”). 
Since the inclusion H,, C-+ hyk(K/kKp”) corresponds to the K/k-bialgebra 
map 
u 0 u: K # H, ---f % n End,,,n(K) = EndKn(K) 
it follows that K, C Kf% Since K, # kKpn, it follows that H,, # hy,(K/kKD-) 
for all n > 0. Therefore H # by,(K). 
APPENDIX: TRANSLATION INTO THE LANGUAGE OF THE GROUP SCHEMERS 
Let us start with the following simple remark due to S. Chase [2, Sect. 91: 
Let I’ be a monoid and X a right F-set with the action X x r-+ X, 
(x, r) H xy. The set F’ of all maps from X into r is a monoid if we define 
product by 
for x E X and u, ZI E TX. The unit of rx is e: X+ r, where e(x) = 1 for 
all x E X. The set Xx of endomorphisms of X is a monoid under composition 
and the map 6: Fr + Xx defined by 
S(u)(x) = x24(x) 
for x E X and u E rx, is an antihomomorphism of monoids. Hence X becomes 
a right F-set. The canonical map L: r-+ Yr defined by ~(y)(x) = y for 
y E r and x E X is a monoid map and the r-action on X pulled back along L 
coincides with the original action. 
This observation has some generalization. 
First Generalixation. Let A be a category with finite products. Let I’ be 
a monoid object in A and X a right r-object in A. If Y is an object of A, then 
A(Y, r) is a usual monoid and A(Y, X) is a right A( Y, Q-set. Hence 
A( Y, r)*(YJ) is a monoid by the above remark for all YE A. By Yoneda’s 
Lemma, the set A(X, r) can be viewed as a subset of nrsA A(Y, r)A(Y*X). 
It is a submonoid of the direct product of monoids. Since each A(Y, X) is 
a right A(Y, r)A(Y*X) -set, it is a right A(X, r)-set through the projection: 
A(X, r) --f A(Y, r)*(Y-X). Since this A(X, r)-operation on A(Y, X) is 
natural with respect to YE A, a canonical antihomomorphism of monoids 
follows. 
6: A(X, r) + A(X, X) 
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Second Generalization. Let A be a category with finite products and r, 
X be as above. Suppose in addition the existence of the “internal horn” 
functor [-, -1: Aon x A- A characterized by 
A(Y x 2, W) y A(Y, [Z, W]) 
naturally for Y, 2, WE A. For each object YE A, Y x X is a right r-object 
by Y x 4: (Y x X) x r-t Y x X where +:X x r-tX denotes the 
r-action on X. Hence A(Y x X, r) is a monoid by the above generalized 
observation. This means that A(Y, [X, r]) has a natural monoid structure 
for all YE A. Hence by definition [X, r] is a monoid object in A. 
For two objects Y, WE A, let 
<:[Y,Z] x Y-2 
correspond with the identity of [Y, 21. For Y, 2, WE A, the composition 
map (in A) 
c: [Y, Z] x [W, Y] --+ [W, Z] 
corresponds to the composite 
[YJ] x [W, Y] x WJ=z[Y,Z] x Y-h. 
Then the object [X, X] is a monoid object in A “under composition.” 
Let A,, denote the category of “objects in A over Y” for each YE A. 
Y x X is an object in A,, with the projection prl: Y x X--t Y as the 
structure map. The composite 
A,,(Y x X, Y x X) N A(Y x X, X) N A(Y, [X, X]) 
is an isomorphism of monoids. 
We have a natural antihomomorphism of monoids 
6: A(Y x X, T)-+ A(Y x X, Y x X), 
whose image is seen to be contained in the submonoid A,,(Y x X, Y x X). 
The composite of monoid homomorphisms 
A(Y, [X, Tj) CI! A(Y x X, r) -5 A,,(Y x X, Y x X)@’ z A(Y, [X, X])oP 
is clearly natural with respect to YE A and hence, by Yoneda’s Lemma, 
this gives rise to an antihomomorphism of monoid objects in A: 
6: [X, I-+ [X, X] 
48I/42/2-5 
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or equivalently the monoid object [X, q operates on X on the right via 
the composite 
x x [X, q - twist [X, r] x x -5 x, 
where d corresponds to 6. The canonical map 
which is associated with the projection: I’ x X + r, is a map of monoid 
objects in A commuting with the operations on X. 
We apply this second generalization to the category of k-functors. 
Fix a commutative ring k. M, (resp. E) denotes the category of small 
commutative k-algebras (resp. sets). For “smallness” see [3, Conventions]. 
A k-functor is a functor from M, to E. The category of k-functors is denoted 
by M,E. 
The category M,E has direct products and the internal horn functor 
$jomk(--, -): (M,E)OD x M,E + M,E [3, I, Sect. 2, 7.11, where $3om,((l), 3) 
is defined by 
for all R E M, and ‘2), 3 E M,E, where 
Gp(R): M, + E, T++ t-‘W, T) 
denotes the afine k-functor determined by R. 
The monoid objects in M,E are the same as the functors from M, to the 
category of monoids. They are called the k-monoid functon [3, p. 1401. 
Hence if a k-monoid functor 8 operates on a k-functor X on the right 
[3, p. 1601, then $om,(X, 8) has a canonical monoid structure and there is 
a canonical antihomomorphism of monoid functors 
where the right-hand side is a k-monoid functor under composition. The 
canonical morphism L: 8 -+ $om,(3E, (5) is a homomorphism of monoid 
functors and the composition S o L corresponds to the original operation. 
Consider the particular case when 3E is afine. Let 3Z = G;p(K) with 
K E M, . The k-monoid functor $jom,(X, x) is then antiisomorphic with 
the k-monoid functor &b(K) where &b(K)(R) is the monoid of all 
R-algebra endomorphisms of K @ R for each R E M, [3, II, Sect. 1, 2.61. 
Since we have fjom,(X, B)(R) = M,E(G;p(R) x @r(K), (5) N (S(K @ R) 
naturally for R E M, , it follows that 
~ont,(X, 6) N Q#, 
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where 0# = nKjI, (K @ 0) is the k-functor R tt 0(K @ R), R E M, . 
Hence we can transport the monoid structure on !&mt,(X, 0) to 0s by 
means of the canonical isomorphism. The result is as follows. 
Let a: 0 -+ &&r(K) be the map of monoid functors associated with the 
right 0-operation on X = G+(K). For each g E 0(K @ A) with R E M, , 
Put 
s(g): K @ R - i’R K@K@R?LK@K@R=K@R, 
where i(l\) = h @ 1 and ~$4 @ p) = hp for X, p E K. Since S(g) is an 
R-algebra endomorphism of K @ R, this gives rise to a morphism of 
k-functors 
S: 0” + &b(K). 
Further the R-algebra endomorphism S(g) induces a monoid map 
0(6(g)): 0(K @ R) --+ 0(K @ R). 
For each f, g E 0(K @ R), define a product 
f * g = f * wYf>)(s) 
where the right-hand side is the product off with 0(6(f))(g) in the monoid 
0(K @ R). The product * is associative with the same unit as 0(K @ R) 
and makes 0# into a k-monoid functor. The morphism S: 0# + 0&(K) 
is a homomorphism of k-monoid functors. 
The canonical morphism I: 0 + Q#, where r(R): 0(R) -+ 0+(R) = 
0(K @ R) are induced from the canonical R-algebra maps R = k @ R -+ 
K @ R, is a homomorphism of monoid functors and we have a = S 0 L. 
It is easy to show that the canonical isomorphism J3om,(X, 0) N 0# is an 
isomorphism of monoid functors and that the right operation of sjomk(X, 0) 
on X corresponds to S: 0s + &m(K). The canonical map L: 0 -+ $jom,(X, 0) 
corresponds with L: 0 -+ 0”. 
In order to combine the above arguments with the process of making 
(Hz, 8) in Sect. 1.9, we shall need the theory of tangent coalgebnzs [8]. 
In the following let k be a field and K a commutative k-algebra. Let M,f 
be the category of commutative k-algebras R which are finite dimensional 
as k-vector spaces. A functor X: M,f --f E is a k-formal scheme if it preserves 
the finite lj,, that is, if it preserves all the finite products and the equalizer 
diagrams. For each C E W, , the functor 
Sp* C: M,f + E, RF+ W#R, C) 
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is a k-formal scheme and the functor 
sp*: CH sp* c 
gives an equivalence between W, and the category of k-formal schemes. 
A k-functor X is said to have the underlying coalgebra T(X) if the restriction 
X 1 M,f is a k-formal scheme with X 1 M,f ru Sp*(T(X)), or equivalently if 
RR) = W,VR, T(9) (I9 
for all R E M,f naturally. 
All k-schemes have the underlying coalgebra [8, 2.1.61. 
If  X is a k-monoid functor having the underlying coalgebra T(X), then 
there is a unique algebra structure on T(3) which makes it into a bialgebra 
and all the isomorphisms (t) into monoid isomorphisms, since the monoid 
objects in W, are the same as the cocommutative bialgebras. This is called 
the underlying bialgebra of X. 
The k-monoid functor &b(K) has M&Y) as the underlying bialgebra 
[8, 3.2.71. 
For each k-functor X (resp. K-functor g), the K-functor K @ X (resp. 
the k-functor nKig ?)) is defined by 
for all S E M, (resp. R E Me). 
Suppose X is a k-functor such that the k-functors X and IJKlli (K @ X) 
both have the underlying coalgebras. This happens if the k-functor X itself 
commutes with the finite b, since the functor M, + M, , RF+ K @ R 
commutes with the finite b. Q%(K) is an example of such k-functors. 
We can define a natural homomorphism of k-coalgebras 
5: gk (K 0 TW) +T n FOX) 
( Klk ) 
as follows (cf. [8, 2.2.81): Let u: C+ nK,k (K @ T(X)) be a W,-map 
where C is finite dimensional over k. We can identify u as a W,-map 
U: K @ C + K @ T(X). There is a finite dimensional subcoalgebra D of 
T(X) such that K @ D contains Im(U). The inclusion D C+ T(X) corre- 
sponds to an element i E X(tD). The composition 
sends i to some element j E X(K @ “C) = (nKjk (K @ X))(V). View j as 
a W,-map J: C - T(JJ,,, (K @ X)) which does not depend on the choice 
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of D. Since the formation u F+ J is clearly natural, there is a unique W,-map 
6 such that J = [ 0 u for all (C, u) with C E W, finite dimensional. 
Let 6 be a k-monoid functor and a: 6 + CC&(K) a homomorphism of 
k-monoid functors. Suppose 8 and lJIKIL (K @ 6) have the underlying 
coalgebras. The composite 
o!: T(6) - r(a) T(Enb(K)) = Mk(K) 
is a homomorphism of cocommutative k-bialgebras. We have a k-monoid 
functor Q# = nKIL (K @ 6) and a homomorphism of k-monoid functors 
S: 6# --) &m(K) 
by the above observation. On the other hand we have a cocommutative 
k-bialgebra J&k (K # T(6)) and a homomorphism of bialgebras 
by Section 1.9. The reader can prove that the diagram 
& (K # VW) -2 MdK) 
T(G) 2% T(Q#) 2% T(%rb(K)) 
commutes, where the map [ is a homomorphism of biuZgebras. 
If  8 is a locally algebraic k-monoid scheme and K/k is an algebraic extension 
of fields, then the homomorphism f  is an isomorphism by [S, 2.2.81. This 
occurs when K/k is a finite extension and Qj = E&(K). 
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